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SUMMARY

The purpose of this study conducted by Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) is to obtain

dimensionless parameters that can be used to design scaled tests of hydraulic mitigation strategies

• for Tank 241-SY-101 (SY-101) and to promote preliminary recommendations for the design of

scaled tests of hydraulic mitigation strategies. The final design of scaled experiments will require

- additional evaluations of the physical properties of waste in SY-101.

The parameters governing the behavior of the tank contents during hydraulic mitigation are

provided in Table S. 1. Sealed tests are recommended in which the magnitudes of these parameters

match the magnitudes that will be achieved during mitigation of SY-101 as closely as possible.

The primary difficulty in implementing this recommended strategy is identified to be simultane-

ously matching Reynolds number and Froude number while testing in available 1/10th or 1/12 th

scale tanks. It is recommended that this first difficulty be overcome by performing tests using two

simulants with differing viscosities. This will provide data that can be extrapolated to the correct

Reynolds number, Froude number coordinate pair.

A second difficulty in implementing the recommended strategy is identifying the correct

simulant properties required to match the dimensionless parameters that will be achieved in 101-SY

during mitigation efforts. The sources of this difficulty are 1) the uncertainty in current measure-

ments of properties in SY-101 and 2) the difficulties associated with manufacturing simulants that

display specified properties.

Although the second difficulty cannot be overcome by application of scaling law analysis,

two activities are recommended that would allow implementation of this analysis to the design of

experiments: obtaining improved estimates of the physical properties in SY-101 and bench scale

tests to develop simulants. The first is an ongoing tank safety activity at Hanford. The second

should be included in the actual test plan for mitigation strategies for SY- 101.



_. Summary of Dimensionless Parameters and Recommendations for Scaled Testing

III

Froude number

Recommendation: Match Froude number by adjusting nozzle Fr2 = Iw°12
gHo

velocitT.

Reynolds numberbased on tankheight

Recommendation: If possible, adjust the effective kinematic
Reu = ProW°H°

viscosity IZeo/_mto match Re and Fr2 simultaneously.(a) At 1/12th laeo

scale it will be necessary to run at two values of kinematic viscosity

and extrapolate to target mal{nitude. ,....

Inverse time parameter Ho

Recommendation: Match parameter to SY-101 by adjusting period rh - ToWo

To of oscillation.

Stress ratio

Recommendations: Match i_rameter by adjusting "rsJ'Pmof Nx = _mW°2
"Css

simulant.
ii i iii ii

Settling ve!ocity ratio

Recommendation: Match parameter by adjusting Vsoi Ofsimulant; Vsoi - Vs°i
-- Wo

the major challenge is identi_inl¢ the correct value in SY-101

Density ratio Np--,Ap/pm
Recommendation: Match ratio in SY-101.

Mean sofids volume fraction es

Recommendation: Match ratio in SY-101. i

Functional variation of settling velocity with concentration fso(es)

Recommendation: Match ratio in SY-101.
i

Functionaldependenceof viscosity f_( A, es + Aes)
Recommendation: Match ratio in SY-I01. The major challenge is

identi_ing the correct{unctional,[bnn in SY-I O1. ,,

. (a) Matching Fr 2 and ReH simultaneously can be achieved by using a simulant with

ReH2/Fr 2 - _m2 gHo3
I_e°2 equal to the value in the tank.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The episodic gas releases from Tank 241-SY-101 (SY-101) pose a potential safety hazard, lt

is thought that gas releases occur because gases are generated and trapped in layers of settled solids

- located at the bottom of the tank. Methods to temporarily mitigate the hazardous situation and to

ultimately remediate the situation must be developed. Proposed mitigation technologies include

. mixing, heating, and ultrasound. The merits of these proposed mitigation technologies and the

uncertainties associated with the potential success of these technologies are discussed in Babad

et al. (1991).

This document focuses on issues associated with testing of hydraulic mitigation technologies

proposed for SY-101. The basic assumption underlying the concept of hydraulic mitigation is that

mobilization or maintained suspension of the solids settled in the bottom of the tank will prevent

gas accumulation. Engineering of hydraulic technologies will require testing to determine the

operating parameters required to mobilize the solids and to maintain these solids in suspension.

Because full scale testing is extremely expensive (even when possible), scaled tests are needed to

assess the merit of the proposed technologies and to provide data for numerical or analytical

modeling.

Sealed tests will be conducted to determine the operating parameters required to mitigate

conditions in SY-101 using hydraulic technologies, such as nozzle exit velocities. Pacific

Northwest Laboratory (PNL)(a) performed this analysis to provide a basis for designing these

tests. The results of this analysis will be used both to design the experiments and to scale the data

obtained during tests. The scale-up procedure will allow the jet velocity required at full scaie to be

predicted on the basis of sealed experim_.:,_ts.

This research is conducted to support testing and evaluation of proposed hydraulic mitigation

concepts only. The work here is oriented towards determining the jet velocities, nozzle sizes, and

other operating parameters required to mobilize the settled solids in SY- 101 and maintain them in

suspension. Additional evidence to support or refute the basic premise that mobilization of the

solids will prevent gas accumulation is being conducted k,aseparate effor.s (Allemann et al. 1991;

Allemann 1991).C°)

(a) Operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by the Battelle Memorial Institute under
Contract DE-AC06-76RLO 1830.

(b) AUemann, R.T. 1991. Progress Report: Physical Modeling to Support Flammable Gas
Waste Tank Mitigation. Unpublished Letter Report. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,
Richland, Washington.
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1.1 pURPOSE. SCOPE. AND METHOD

The purpose of this effort is to support the design and interpretation of scaled tests of

hydraulic mitigation technologies. Design of a specific jet mitigation technology requires

information that allows prediction of

• jet velocity and flow rates required to initially suspend settled solids in SY-101

• jet velocity and flow rates required to prevent resettling at full scale.

After the velocity and jet flow rates required for each conceptual implementation of jet mixing

are determined, other design variables may be calculated. These include

• instantaneous power, flow rate, and velocity requirements

• continuous or intermittent operation of mixer pumps

• pump types (i.e., liquid piston, slurry mixer pumps).

The scope of this effort is to

• perform a similarity analysis that can be used to design experiments to determine the jet
flow rates and velocities required to resuspend settled material and maintain it in
suspension

• provide algebraic relationships which can be used to calculate the properties of a
dynamic simulant to be used in a scaled experiment

• recommend a method of testing that will provide data that can be extrapolated to predict
effectiveness of the equipment to be used in SY-101.

1.2 LIMITATIONS

Limitations are inherent to any analysis related to the mitigation of conditions in SY-101; the

limitations for this analysis are categorized in four groups and are provided below.

1. Limitations in knowledge of the ohvsical trrooerties of tank contents....

Analysis of samples taken from SY-101 provides limited information about its actual contents

because:

• The tank contents are inhomogeneous. Properties vary throughout the tank, so indi-
vidual core samples do not represent the average of the tank contents.

• The tank contents are disturbed during sampling. Properties such as shear strength
may take time to develop. Consequently, the shear strength data may be inaccurate
when used to determine the shear strength of sludge in SY-101.
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• lt is difficult to measure some properties that are relevant to mixing. For example,
ideally, the variation of effective viscosity with concentration and strain rate should be
known over a large range of interest. It is not practical to perform meauurements at
numerous concentrations, and physical limitations of any rheometer limit measurement
of viscosity to a finite strain rate range. Other properties that are difficult to characterize
include density of the undissolved solids, volume fraction of the undissolved solids,

- and the unhindered settling velocity of the solids.

2. Limitations to scaling law analysis

Similarity law analysis is a mathematical technique that, in principle:',has no limitations. In

practice, any scaling law analysis is limited by the need for assumptions about physical

mechanisms involved in the phenomena to be sealed. In this analysis, the scaling law

analysis relies on a number of assumptions, which are provided in Section 3.2. Two

important assumptions impose limitations on scaling law analysis:

• The resistance of the settled nonconvective layer to mobilization is assumed to be
proportional to the shear strength.

• It is assumed that the slurry properties depend only on the mixture's solids concentra-
tion and the strain rate tensor; that is, it is assumed that properties such as viscosity or
yield stress are not time dependent.

The assumption that properties in SY-101 are not time dependent may _'_unwarranted, lt has

been suggested that the speed of tank overturns indicates that the mixture may be thixotropic,

which means that the effective viscosity or resistance to flow decreases with time. No

analysis to confirm thixotropy or any other time dependent behavior has been performed on

core samples. In addition, the speed of tank overtm'ns can be explained without requiring

thixotropy. Scaling law results and, more importantly, de,_ignparameters for mixing will

differ for fluids that display thixotropy or any other time dependent behavior.

3. Limitations inherent to sco_ of this analysis

Scaling law analyses do not provide complete solutions of mixing behavior in a tank.

Rather, scaling law analysis provides the parameters required to design experiments properly

and to describe how data may be scaled up from these experiments.

Scaling law analysis can only be used to scale up data from properly designed experiments.

It will not be possible to use this analysis to predict the jet velocity required to mitigate SY-

101 on the basis of any scaled experiment that does not adhere to the principles of similarity

outlined here. (a)

(a) An example of the difficulties associated with scale up of data from improperly designed
experiments is provided in Appendix A.
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4. Limitations related to the success of jet mixing

The scope of this analysis is to determine operating parameters required to mobilize and

resuspend solids using hydraulic methods, in particular jet mixing technologies. It is not

anticipated that large scale testing with hazardous simulants which trap gas in a manner

similar to waste in SY-101 will be possible. Consequently, it will not be possible to observe

ali features required to ensure that mixing will mitigate the conditions in SY- 101. Hydraulic

mitigation is expected to be successful if both of the following statements are true:

• Gas accumulation cannot occur when the nonconvective region is mobilized and main-
tained in suspension.

• The settled nonconvective layer is mobilized and maintained in suspension by hydraulic
mitigation.
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2.0 GENERAL FEATURES OF HYDRAULIC MITIGATION TECHNIOUES

This section describes general features of proposed jet mitigation techniques for SY-101.

These descriptions are limited to features that are relevant to similarity analysis; more detailed =

descriptions are in Babad et al. (1991). Section 2.1 discusses features of the proposed imple-

mentations of jet mixing technologies. Section 2.2 is a brief description of the mechanisms

- involved in jet mixing.

Om'ently, SY-101 contains a mixture of solid and liquid waste that appears to have stratified

into two distinct regions. One region has a relatively low solids concenu'ation and a low viscosity;

it is a convective region in which convective cells form and permit convective heat transfer

throughout the region. The other region has a relatively high solids coacentration and is a non-

convective region in which the effective viscosity is sufficiently high to prevent the formation of

these natural convection cells. The current consensus is that gas accumulates and is trapped in the

lower nonconvective layer. This eventually results in an unstable density inversion that causes the

entire settled layer, or some portion of the settled layer, to break away and rise to the upper regions

of the tank. During this break away, or "overturn," process, large amounts of gas are suddenly

released.

Mitigation using hydraulic jets has been proposed, lt is thought that high velocity jets can

disrupt the settled nonconvective layer sufficiently to prevent significant gas accumulation. The

jets would first be activated just after a gas release event when the gas inventory is at a minimum.

It is anticipated that less gas would be retained while jets are operated, and consequently, sudden

gas releases will be prevented. However, the fraction of settled solids mobilized during a gas

release, the total gas volume remaining in the tank after an event, and the amount of gas that can be

retained by the mobilized solids are currently unknown.

2.1 PROPOSED JET MIXING IMPLEMENTATIONS

The proposed jet mitigation technologies described by Babad et al. (1991) include vertical

downward facing draft tubes and horizontal jets. Using engineering judgment to predict effec-

tiveness, Babad et al. ranked proposed jet mixing mitigation methods in order of decreasing

effectiveness: 1) horizontal jet, 2) vertical down-tumed jet, 3) vertical upward jet, and 4) liquid

piston. To verify the effectiveness and support these rankings, each method should be tested.

. Testing will also be required to obtain design information such as the flow rates required to

maintain solids in suspension.
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Although the above hydraulic methods vary in specific geometry, ali have many common

features that are important for designing sealed experiments: during jet mixing, flow inside the

tank involves the same mixing and resuspension mecha.rdsms in ali four methods. Therefore,

identical fluid transport equations can describe the flow field in the tank during any hydraulic

mitigation effort. The general requirements for designing experiments that provide _data that can be

sealed are the same for ali proposed jet mitigation problems.

Features which differ between each proposed technology rely be classified into two major

categories. The first category is flow geometry; for example, jets may be horizontal or vertical,

oscillating or stationary. The second category is the motive force, or method of achieving flow;

motive force can be supplied by different pump designs, such as a centrifugal pump or a liquid

piston.

Geometric features of the test cases must match those of the proposed technology to provide

useful results. For instance, horizontal jets must be tested using horizontal jets. Different features

may also affect the magnitude of the optimum operating parameters. For example, the optimum

nozzle velocity for an opposed jet osciUating m:!xerpump design may be different from the

intermittent twelve nozzle liquid piston desi_. _

To provide a basis for understanding the range of proposed technologies, specific features of

proposed technologies are briefly described below. The types of pumps proposed a.Tedescribed in

Section 2.1.1. Section 2.1.2 describes the types of geometries proposed. More detailed descrip-

tions are available in Babad et al. (1991).

2.1.1 Type of Pump Used to Achi_v_ Mixing

Two methods of driving the jet h: ve been proposed: mechanical pump or liquid piston.

Either method may be used to drive horizontal jets or vertical jets, depending on the proposed

technology.

The liquid piston uses pneumatic pressure to drive fluid from a reservoir out through orifices

into the waste tank. Following expulsion, pressure is removed, fluid reentele the reservoir, and

the cycle is repeated. Operation of the liquid piston is inherently time dependent.

Mechanical pumps are for techniques in which jets are operated continuously. One example

of a pump driven design is an oscillating mixer pump. Two opposed jets emit from opposed noz-

zles, and the entire pump oscillates over 180*. Scaled testing requires similar pump oscillation,

and the design of the scaled mixer pump should match the relevant features of the full scale pump.

The method of driving the jet affects scaled testing indirectly. For instance, periodicity of the

jets must be replicated during testing. Liquid piston designs should be tested using periodic
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_Ib suction and expulsion;oscillating mixerpumps should be tested with an appropriateosciUation

pattern. In both test configurations,the nozzle andpump design mustreplicatethe flow conditions
at the nozzle exit.

2.1.2 Jet Orientationand Position

A numberof jet directions and locations have been proposed. The geometriesmay be classi-

fied into horizontaljets, upward vertical jets, anddownward vertical jets. The geometries that have

been proposed aredescribedbelow.

2.1.2.1 Horizontal JC_

In this geometry,solids aremobilized and maintained in suspension by horizontaljets that

scour the tank floor. Examples of some technologies which use horizontaljet technique are

• oscillating mixer pumps--In this configuration, the jets emit fromtwo opposing noz-
zles; slurryintake to feed the jets is above the exit nozzles, and a centrifugal pump is
requiredto drive the jet. The entire tank floor is swept during one osc/.Uationof the jet.

• radially drivenjets--In this configuration, twelve radiallydrivenjets emit horizontally.
Continuousoperationof thejets wouldrequirea separatefluid intake; intermittently
operatedjets could be driven using a liquidpiston which takes in and emits fluid from a
single intake.

2.1.2.2 VerticalJets

Verticalgeometries have also been suggested for use in mitigation strategies. An example is

a downward facing draft tube. In this application, fluid enters the draft tube near the top of the

tube and leaves the bottom as a downward facing jet. In an alternative version, the draft tube faces

upward.

A numberof parametersare unspecifiedin nearlyaliconceptualdesignsof mitigation

strategies. Some p_ters that may affect the successof a mitigationstrategy include

• the distanceof thejets fromthe tankfloor

• thelocation of thefluid intakerelativeto the location of thejet

• nozzle geometry.

Because most of the proposedmitigation strategiesare in the conceptual state, few of these param-

etersaredescribedin documents such as Babadet al. (1991). Geometricsimilarity, which will be

_!
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discussed in Section 3.1, le_!uires that test fixtures be geometrically scaled versions of those which

willbeusedinSY-I0I.Consequently,thegeometricfeaturesofproposedhydraulicmethodswill

require finaldefinition before testing.

2.2 pHYSICAL MECHANISMS INVOLVED IN JET MIXING AND MOBILIZATION

An understanding of mobilization and mixing is important to this analysis because each

describes a stage required during mitigation of SY-101 using jet mixing technologies. This section

discusses physicalphenomenaassociated with mobilization andmixing.

The firststageismobilizationofthesludgelayeratthetankbottom;thesecond_:_intaining

thesesolidsinsuspensionuntilatimewhen theslurrycanberemo_/edfromthetank.ltisalso

possiblethatmobilizationwillbeaccomplishedbyanaturallyinducedoverturn;ifso,a methodof

maintainingsolidsinsuspensionwih stillberequired.Inanycase,separatephysicalmechanisms

areinvolved in thesolidsmobilization andsuspension.

Dimensionlessparametersdescribingindividualphysicalphenomenainvolvedineachstepof

mitigation are identified. They are similar to those obtained in the mathematical analysis in See-

don 3.7. Unfortunately, ali dimensionless parameters cannot be efficiently identified by simply

describing a number of individual mechanisms. This is because 1) there is overlap in the param-

eters identified because some parameters obtained by examining individual mechanisms can be

shown to be algebraically redundant in the sense that they are linear combinations of others

parameters and 2) it is possible to omit an important mechanism and overlook an individual

parameter.

A more efficient method of identifying ali relevant dimensionless scaling parameters, while

ensuring that redundant parameters are not included, is to identify the governing equations that

describe flow throughout the tank and then mathematically manipulate these equations to obtain the

relevant dimensionless parameters. However, even technically trained individuals have difficulty

understanding the physical mechanisms involved during flow applications on the basis of the
m

i mathematical method aloa¢, Consequently, it is useful to include both physical and mathematical-- arguments despite the fact that to do so is redundant.

2.2.1 Mobilization of Settled Solids Using Jets

Two mechanismsforsludgemobilizationhavebeendescribedbyPowellctal.(1990);jets

II mobilize solids by

• erosion by shearing action of high velocity fluid moving parallel to the surface of a
sludge bank
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,, bulk mobilization of sludge due to the impact of a high velocity jet nc,rmal to the sludge
bank. This results in undercutting or displacement of d_ebank.

It is not known a priori which mechanism will dominate during mitigation efforts. The

- mechanism wh_ci,;will be favored in a particular physical situation will depend on a number of

factors, incl_:_:2i_gthe v_:_city of the fluid near the sludge bank, the shape of the sludge bank, the

size of particles in the sludge bank, solids and gas concentrations, and the inter-particle forces

between solids in the sludge bank. Maay of these factors are dependent parameters during tests;

for example, the jet action will form thr',sludge bank and influence its shape. It is also possible that

erosion will be important dt_:_g some stages of mobilization, while bulk mobilization will be

important in other.

Powell et al.(") suggested that the shear strength of the sludge describes the ability of the

sludge to resist mobilization. Based o_ the assumption the_ _heshear strength described the resis-

tance of the sludge to mobilization, the), proposed two specific functional forms for the variation of

the diameter of the maximum circle that can be cleared by an oscillating Newtonian jet. One func-

tional form describes mobilization by erosion and one describes bulk mobilization. Both analyses

were based on the idealized case in which a two dimensional boundary layer flowed past an infinite

sludge bank. Other factors which could affect the functional form during actual mitigation effo_s

include the spread rate of the jet and the degree of buoyancy of the jet, which would affect the

location at which the jet first impacts the sludge bank.

Both correlations proposed by PoweU et al.(a) agree with a more general statement, which is

that the ratio of maximum circle diameter to the nozzle diameter is a function of the jet Reynolds

number and a yield parameter:

ECR
Do =f (ReD,Nx) (2.1)

whereNx = pmW°2 = a yield parameter
Xss

ReD = pmWoD° = the jet Reynolds number

ECR = the "effective cleaning radius" or the maximum diameter
of a circle clean'xi by the jet

. Wo = the jet nozzle v¢,i,'_:ity

(a) Powell, M. R., C. L. Fow, G. A. Whyatt, P. A. Scott, and C. M. Ruecker. 1990.
Proposed Test Strategy for the Evaluation of Double-Shell Tank Sludge Mobilization. Draft
report. Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington. Cited hereafter as Powell
et al. (1990 draft).
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tss - the shearstrengthof the sludge

- the absoluteviscosity of the fluid

Do = the diameterof thejet nozzle

Pm - the fluid density

f - representssome arbitraryfunction.

Experimentsin which the yield parameterwas tested in the rangeanticipatedduringoperationof

mixer pumpsin double shell tankswereconductedby Powell et al. (1990 draft). Data collected

duringthese experimentswere analyzed by Powell et al. to determinethe cleaning radiususing real

mixerpumps. Resu_ttsindicatedthat duringmobilizationof clay/water simulants and silica soda

ash simulants,the "ECR"(i.e., theradiuscleanedby a jet nozzle) was a function of the yield

parameter.However, thecleaning radiusof polymer simulants suchas kaolin/Ludoxcould not be

predictedusing shear strength.

Investigationsof sludge mobilizationarecontinuing. Although Powell(a)has recently sug-

gested thattensile,strengthmay be a moreuseful parameterfor characterizingsludge resistance,

this suggestion has not yet been tested.

2.2.2 MaintainingSolids Suspension Using Jets

Two basic mechanisms are importantduringsolids suspension: 1) large-scale circulation

flow patterns and 2) stnall-scale diffusive motion. General descriptionsof the two mechanisms
and scaling issues associated with each areprovidedhere.

Mixing is expected to occurin SY-101 as a result of large-scalecirculationpatterns induced

byjets; these patterns include the large scale upwardmotion of a particleladenjet in some region of
the tank. Particlesmay be wansp0rtedto the upperregions of a tankby a coherent jet if 1) the jet is

particleladen and 2) the jet is capableof travelingto the upperportionsof the tank.

Inmost proposedimplementationsof jet mixing, a jet is located near the lowerregions of the

tank. Thejet pump orjet pistontakes in particleladen fluid and emits this fluid at high velocity.

The jet is then expected to travelto the upperregions of the tank. Eventually,thejet loses momen-

tum, and particlesareexpected to fall by gravityto lowerregions of tank.

This scenariowill actually occurif the particleladen jet is capableof travelingto the upper

regions of the tank. However, a large scale circulationpattern could be seriously affected by slight

densitydifferences in the tank. Because the jet is particleladen, its averagedensity will be a func-

(a) PersonalcommunicationfromM. R. Powell to L. M. Liljegren on April 17, 1992.
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tion of the particle loading. If the jet intake is from the bottom of the tank, the density of the jet

will be greater than the density of the surrounding fluid. The excess density relative to the sur-

rounding fluid will increase as the jet rises to the upper regions where particle loading is lower.

Excess density combined with low momentum can have a dominant influence on the jet

motion. When a dense jet emits upward, gravity tends to retard the jet. The jet will only reach the

upper regions if its momentum is sufficiently large enough to overcome the force of gravity. The

height to which a jet will rise may be stated in general functional form as
.

=f( Fr, Npj,O, ReDo) (2.2)Do

where Hj = the maximum vertical distance traveled by the jet

O = the jet angle with respect to vertical

Fr2 W°2 = the jet Froude number based on the jet diameter= gDo

= a_4p_= the relative density difference between the jet and the surrounding fluid
Npj pj

pj = the jet density a'L.:'_ ,,:;,zle exit{a)

ap = the density difference between'the jet and the surrounding fluid.

When the relative density difference of the jet is large and Froude number is low, the jet motion

will be strongly influenced by gravity. In the case of jet relaxing, both the density of the jet at the

nozzle and the density difference between the jet and the sunounding fluid will depend on the

degree of mixing achieved.

The example above is used to describe the potential influence of gravity on large scale

motions and to discuss the parameters which can affect the large scale motion. The specific

features of the flow will differ for buoyant jets; but the correct scaling parameters (Fr, Np, ReDo,
etc.) would be identical.

Different scaling laws govern the mixing by small scale diffusive motions. Diffusion of

particles occurs as a result of the random actions of small scale eddies that induce a net flux of

particles from regions of high concentration to regions of low concentrations. This is conceptually

similar to but physically different from molecular diffusivity (see Appendix B).

(a) Because jets entrain fluid in the surrounding medium, the jet density will vary with distance
from the nozzle exit.

2.7
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lt is possible to illustrate the effect of the diffusion byrandom motions by performinga

simple experiment. Piace a horizontal grid near the lower regions of a container filled with a

settling slurry and vibrate the grid until the particle distribution is steady. Small scale turbulent

motions will cause particles to move randomly throughout the mixture. Because gravity will tend

to cause :_ettling, the solids volume fraction decreases with increasing height. The concentration

will be found to be a function of a number of parameters including location, Reynolds number, and

others(a). That is,

Z's

es =f( z/dg, Redg, Frg, Vswg,reeS,p,PS¢XxtgWg') (2.3)

where z = the elevation above the grid

dg = the grid spacing

Frg - W°2 the grid Froude number- dgg '
9

Redg = _ the grid Reynolds numberg '

Ps = the density of the solid particles

p = the density of the liquid in the slurry

es (z/dg) = the solids volume fraction as a function of elevation above the grid

Vs = the unhindered settling velocity of the particles in the slurry

Wg = the peak velocity of the grid

o) = circular frequency of the grid motion.

The relevance of this example to jet mixing lies in the similarity of the idealized experiment to

random motions imposed by turbulence induced by the jet. At sufficiently high jet Reynolds num-

bers, flow will be tm'bulent in some regions of the tank. Ali turbulent flows will have some meas-

urable characteristic lepgth scale. In the simple example above, the characteristic length scale of the

(a) Those familiar with modeling theories that introduce the concept of "eddy" diffusivity may be
puzzled by the absence of the particle response time Stokes number (i.e., the ratio of the
particle response time to the time scale of the turbulent fluctuations) in this relation. There is
an algebraic constraint between the settling velocity ratio, the particle Stokes number, and the

Froude number, i.e., Xp/X1 = Vs/Wg Frg. Consequently, it is appropriate to include only two
of the three independent parameters in the functional form; the effect of the third parameter is
accounted for automatically.
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turbulence is comparable to the grid spacing, but during jet mixing the characteristic length will

vary spatia!ly throughout the tank and will be affected by the size of the tank and size of the jet

nozzle. Likewise, the characteristic velocity of the turbulence in the grid experiment is comparable

to the grid velocity near the grid but will decay with distance from the grid; during jet mixing, the

• characteristic velocity will scale with the jet nozzle velocity. In both cases, qualitative features of

the turbulence can be characterized using a Reynolds number and a Froude number. Both pararn-

• eters will be important t,_the jet mixing problem as well as in the hypothetical experiment posed.

2.2.3 Dimensionless Parameters Govemin_ Mixin_

It is anticipated that particle transport by large scale motions and by diffusion will occur dur-

ing hydraulic mitigation efforts. During most proposed a0plications, transport by diffusion will

dominate in some regions and bulk transport will be donfinate near the jet nozzle. In some regions,
I

transport by both mechanisms will be comparable.

The possibility that both mechanisms will lead to mixing of solids in SY-101 implies that

both must match in the correct proportions if experimental results are to be relevant. It can be

argued on the basis of physical understanding that diffusive motions are more strongly infiaenced

by the Reynolds number and that the influence of gravity on the jet is more strongly influenced by

the Froude number and relative density difference of the jet Np. However, in the actual applica-

tion, the relative density of the jet may be affected by the strength of the diffusive motions. Conse-

quently, it is anticipated that variation of each mechanism with Reynolds number and Floude

number will almost certainly be nonlinear.

-. The complicated nature of the interactions between Reynolds number, Froude number, and

i the density ratio Np make it difficult to extrapolate data from one set of Reynolds number, Froude

number, and No to some other set of values. For example, if two mitigation tests are run in which

the Froude and Np numbers are matched but Reynolds numbers differ, then the smaU scale

diffusive structure could differ. Positive feedback between the small- and large-scale slructures

might cause both the large- and small-scale structures to differ.(a)

A second example is more relevant to testing hydraulic mitigation strategies in SY-101. If

two tests are run in which the Reynolds number and Np match but have different Froude numbers,

. then (unless there were sufficient small scale turbulence to ensure that the tank was fully mixed) the

large scale motion of the jet would differ in both cases. Greater stratification would be expected in

the low Froude number case. Because of the specific limitations to sealed testing of mixing tech-

nology, sealed tests run at matching Reynolds numbers result in Froude numbers that are larger

(a) For examples of difficulties which arise when experirnents are nonsimilar, see Appendix A.
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thanwouldoccurinSY-I01.Consequently,lessstratificationwouldbeobservedduringtestsin

thescalemodeltankthanwouldoccurinSY-101atasimilarReynoldsnumberanddensityratio

Np.

Unfortunately,theinteractionbetweenlargescaleandsmallscalemotionsmakesitimpos-
o

sibletoidentifya"correction"parametertoaccountforthelackofsimilaritybetweenexperiments.

Consequently,scale-upofdatawouldbeproblematicbecausetheeffectsofincreasedstratification

ordecreaseddiffusivitywouldnot be known.

The difficultiesinvolvedinscale-upofdatacouldbesomewhatminimizedifvalidated

numericalcodesexisted.Unfortunately,moredetailedsubmodelsforturbulence,particlemotions,

andtheeffectofconcentrationonviscosityarerequiredtopredictastratifiedcasethantopredictan

unstratified case. Consequently, care must be taken to perform experiments which fully test ali

required submodels. This might require a large number of experiments if similarity cannot be

achieved.

Because of the inherent limitations, inherent to the scale-up of data without the use of a code

and the limitations of any code that has been validated using cases which do not fully exercise ali

submodels in the code, it is recommended that experiments used to test hydraulic mitigation

strategies be designed to reproduce both the correct large scale and small scale mixing mechanisms.

This requires that the jet density ratio Np, the jet Froude number, and the jet Reynolds number ali

match those that will occur in the tank as closei_yas possible. If it is not possible, a sufficient

number of cases should be run to allow extrapolation to full scale.
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3.0 SCALING ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR pURING JET MITIGATION EFFORTS

This section provides a mathematical scaling law analysis that results in dimensionless

parameters that govern similarity between sealed experiments and full scale operations. The

• dimensionless parameters may be manipulated to provide scaling laws for operating parameters,

such as nozzle v,_locities and pump power, used in a scale model test tank and those required to

• achieve similar results in a full scale tank. These scale-up laws will be applied to obtain algebraic

relations which describe the relationship between measured values in a scaled experiment and

required values to achieve mitigation in SY-101.

The scaling law analysis is based on the theory of similitude. The theory of similitude is well

documented and is introduced in nearly ali introductory fluid dynamics or heat transfer texts used at

schools with accredited undergraduate programs in chemical, mechanical, or civil engineering;

examples include Leinhard (1981), Fox and McDonald (1978), and White (1979). A brief

synopsis of the concept of similitude is provided in Section 3.1.

Application of the concept of similitude requires a description of the features of SY-101

contents that are relevant from the fluid dynamics perspective. A brief description of the tank

contents is provided in Section 3.2.

Appropriate equations that describe the physical dynamics inside the tank during jet mixing

are identified based on the description of the tank contents and on the discussion of the physical

mechanisms involved in hydraulic mitigation in Section 2.2. The modeling assumptions made

during scaling analysis are in Section 3.2; the final dimensional transport equations describing the

tank contents are in Section 3.5.

The governing equations are manipulated into dimensionless form using impcsed velocity,

length scales, and time scales. The characteristic scales selected to nondimensionalize the transport

equations are described in Section 3.6, and the resulting dimensionless equations are in Sec-
tion 3.7.

Analysis requires preliminary definitions of several variables, which are presented in Sec-

tion 3.3. The results of the similarity analysis are used to specify the scale-up relations and to

. determine the appropriate -),,gperties for dynamic simulants in Section 3.7.(a)

(a) The method presented here is mathematical and relies on use of a mixture model to describe
• the slurry motion. Similar parameters may be obtained by simple dimensional arguments.

Bamberger et al. (1990) presented an analysis of the mixing problem that used the
Buckingham Pi method to obtain similarity parameters for mixing; the earlier analysis was
designed to study well mixed tanks and dose not include factors that describe the ability of
the jet to erode the sludge interface. The parameters obtained in Bamberger et al. are
consistent with those obtained by this analysis. The Buckingham Pi theorem may be used to
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3.1 CONCE_F OF SI_ILITUDE

When experimental testing of complicated phenomena in a full size prototype is impossible,

scaled testing is the only feasible way to determine functional relationships to be used to estimate

design parameters. If predictions of prototype behavior are to be based on scaled experiments, it is

obvious that the behavior of the prototype and the scale model must be "similar," that is ,related by

clearly identifiable scaling laws. The general conditions necessary to ensure similarity are

described in many undergraduate fluid mechanics texts _:cluding Fox and McDonald (1978). The

conditions required to achieve similarity are described in this section.

_, Similarity between conditions occurring in an experiment performed in a scaled model and

those which occur in a prototype will exist if three conditions are met:

• The scale model and the full scale tank must be geometrically similar;, ali linear dimen-
sions of the model must be related to the corresponding dimensions of the full scale
tank by a constant scale factor.

- • The model and the full scale tank must be kinematically similar. The velocities at any
two points in the similar tanks must be in the same direction, and ali velocities in the

° model tank will be related to those in the full scale tank by a constant scale factor, all
ii streamlines must be identical.

° The model and the prototype must be dynamically similar;, the force distribution at ali
points in the flow must be scaled linearly between the prototype and the model.

Achieving dynamic similarity is the most restrictive requirement because dynamic similarity can

only be achieved when kinematic similarity and geometric similarity are achieved.

In the case of modeling SY-101, geometric similarity requires that the model tank be a

cylindrical tank and that the ratio of the level of the tank contents to the diameter of the tank in the

model should match this ratio in SY- 101. In addition, geometrical features, such as the diameter of

nozzles and elevation of the pump above the tank floor, should also be sealed using the same linear

scaling factor as the tank diameter and fluid height. That is, if the diameter of the tank is 1/12th of

the fu_ scale tank, then the nozzle diameter, fluid height, and ali other features should be 1/12 th

that of the full scale application. Because the wall will form bounding streamlines and will also

|i impose a no-slip condition on the fluid flow at the wall, kinematic similarity and dynamic similarity

!

i show that numerous sets of similarity parameters exist. Those obtained for this problem will .

be identical to any obtained using Buckingham Pi within some degree of algebraic
manipulation, provided that ali the dimensional properties used in the Buckingham Pi method
appear in the equations of motion describing the flow in the tank. For a more complete
discussion of the Buckingham Pi method as applied to mixing of a slurries in double-shell
tanks, refer to Bamberger et al.
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also require the tank to be geometrically similar. Because bounding streamlines and no-penetration

conditions at the wall will affect recirculation patterns in the tank, the scale model tank should have

contours similar to those in SY-101.

Once geometric similar;,ty is achieved, then dynamic similarity and kinematic similarity may

be achieved by matching ali dimensionless parameters which apply to the flow in the tank. The

dimensionless parameters can be obtained either by using Buckingham Pi theorem to obtain groups

or by identifying a mathematical model that describes the flow field and mathematically manipu-

lating the governing equations into a dimensionless form.

The advantages of the Buckingham Pi method are speed and simplicity, l'bere are two

disadvantages to the method: 1) the dimensionless groups obtained are not unique in the sense that

any linear algebraic combination of the dimensionless group could also be used to describe the

physical phenomena in the applications, Ca)and 2) it is possible to overlook parameters that affect

the flow field.

(a) This can be illustrated best by an example. Using dimensional arguments alone, it is possible

to conclude that the pressure drop per unit length (AP/L) during flow of a Bingham plastic
fluid at a mean velocity U through a pipe with diameter D can be predicted using a functional
relation of the form

f =f(Re,Y)

where f = (AP/L) D is the friction factor
0.5 pU 2

Re = pUD is the Reynolds numberg

Y _ is the "yield parameter."= UI.t

ii The fluid properties for Binham plastic fluid are density, p, consistency index, B, and yield

stress, _y.

However, the functional representation is nonunique because the friction factor may also be

expressed in terms of the Reynolds number and the "Hedstrom" number defined as

D2xvp = Re Y
i • He= gr2

Because the Hedstrom number is a product of the Re and Y numbers, there is no real differ-ence between the statement that the friction factor is a function of the Reynolds and yield
| numbers and the statement that it is a function of the Reynolds and Hedstrom numbers. Any

algebraic relation expressed in terms of Re and Y may be algebraically manipulated into a
form containing Re and He. However, the representations appear different, which can be
confusing.
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The advantages of scaling the mathematical model are that 1) the most appropriate form of the

dimensionless groups will be identified, and that 2) ali dimensional parameters governing the flow

field will be automatically identified. Dimensional reasoning can be used to show that dimension-

less groups obtained using either method will be identical (within some amount of algebraic

manipulation).

3.2 MATHEMATICAL MODELING ASSUMPTIONS

This section provides a mathematical model which accounts for the relevant factors affecting

the success of hydraulic jets during two stages of the mitigation process: the resuspension of the

lower immobilized sludge layer and the mixing period in which solids are maintained in

suspension.

The mathematical model is based on a conceptual model of the tank contents and phenomena

which are provided below:

• The tank contents are classified into slurry region and a sludge region.(a)

• The sludge region is the settled sludge layer and is defined as a regionin which the
solid phase has reached the maximum packing fraction possible for the waste material.
In this region, the solids do not move relative to the liquid, lt is assumed to act as a
solid which yields when some critical stress level is exceeded. This critical stress level
will be called the "shear strength" and be denoted as Zss;it is expected to be approxi-
mately equal to the magnitude measured using a shear vane.

• The slurry region is defined as a region in which suspended particles in a liquid move
relative to the solid phase. When sludge is mobilized by jets, it will disintegrate and
mix with liquid, and the mixed material will become slurry.

• The slurry portion of the waste is treated as a continuousnon-Newtonian fluid with an
effective viscosity that varies as a function of concentration and fluid deformation (or
strain rate). A general mixture equation that is applicable to both Newtonian and non-
Newtonian slurries will be used during analysis.

• The motion of the particle phase is modeled by a modified diffusion equation that
includes the effect of gravity.

la) Convective and nonconvective regions are now commonly used definitions at Hanford.
Sludge a:d slurry are more useful terms when analyzing mitigation. Slurry and sludge are
distinct from convective and nonconvective in the following sense. The convective region is
the region in the tank where natural convection induces circulation patterns that prevent large
temperature gradients; the nonconvective region is the region in which circulation patterns
either do not exist or are too weak to eliminate temperature gradients. It is possible that the
nonconvective region is sludge and the convective region is slurry. However, when the jets
are activated and mobilization begins, the nonconvective and convective terminology will no
longer be useful. Some settled material will mix with supernatant and result in larger
amounts of slurry.
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3.3 PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS

Dimensional analysis of the differential equations that would govern the behavior of the tank

contents hydraulic during mitigation efforts will be represented by using tensor notation and will

use the summation convention. The summation convention is described in Section 3.3.1. The
i

physical parameters required by similarity analysis are described (defined) in Section 3.3.2.

• 3.3.1 ][_dicial Notation and Summation Convention

Indicial notation allows each component of a vector to be written using the subscript "i". A

position vector, x, may be decomposed into three orthogonal coordinates xi, x2, and xs, or

alternatively as xi with i denoting that it is the "ith" coordinate. Likewise, the velocity may be

decomposed into three components with ui denoting the ith velocity component.11

Repeated subscripts are used to show which facto_ are to summed. Thus the quantity
| xixi = X!Xl + x2x2 + x3x3. Similarly, the divergence of a velocity vector is written
iRI
|

_ui _Ul _u2 _u3

When the summation convention is used, a subscript can be repeated two times at most.

3.3.2 Definition of Physical Parameters

Solids loading can be described by using solids volume fraction, slurry density, or solids

concentration. Definitions for these quantities are provided in this section.

3.3.2.1 Definition of Solids Volume Fraction

A solids volume fraction is defined as the fraction of the total volume of a mixture which is

occupied by the solids. The local solids volume fraction, es, is defined as

volume of solids
es(X) --volume of (solids + liquid) (3.1)

in a small region surrounding the point x.

The local solids volume fraction varies spatially throughout the tank because solids loading

varies throughout the tank; it may also vary temporally when the flow is time dependent.

The mean solids volume fraction characterizes tank contents as a whole; it can be calculated

as

3.5
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_e volume ofsolidsintheentiretank
_'s= s(X)d'V= volume of (solids+ liquid)intheentiretank (3.2)

where Vtis the total volume of waste contained in the tank and is equal to the sum of the volume of

solids and the volume of liquid.

The mean solids volume fraction wifl remain constant during mitigation effort if there are no

significant chemical reactions, solids do not dissolve or precipitate, and mitigation does not involve

transport to or from the tank.

In principle, the solids volume fraction is bounded by zero and one. A solids volume

fraction of zero corresponds to pure liquid, and a solids volume fraction of one corresponds to

pure solids. In practice, the solids volume fraction is limited even further, because solids packing

has a maximum possible physical level. The maximum achievable solids volume fraction will vary

depending on the size distribution of the solids, their shapes, and a number of other factors. The

existence of a maximum solids volume fraction imposes a constraint on the solids volume fraction

O< es < es,max (3.3)

where es_naxis the maximum possible solids volume fraction of the solids.

3.3.2.2 Definitions of Densities

The definitions of the densities used here assume that the slurry consists of solids and liquid

only. The decision to neglect the presence of the gas is based on the assumption that only

i extremely small amounts of gas can be retained by a mobilized slurry. This assumption, however,

t must be confirmed.

The local mixture density of a slurry containing solids and liquids only, Pm, depends on the

i densities of the solids and liquids and on the solids volume fraction

i| Pm : Pl+ (Ps - pl)es (3.4)
tl

i where Pm = mixture density

pl -" liquid or supernatant density

ps = solids density.
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When the tank is fully mixed, the mixture density everywhere in the tank will be equal to the

mean mixture density _m; this may be calculated as

• p'-m--Pl+ (Ps"Pl)_'s (3.5)

8

where _ isthemean mixturedensity.

The differe_z:ebetweenthelocalmixturedensityandthemean mixturedensityis

m

_om = pm -pm = _oAes (3.6)

where Ap = Ps-Pl isthedensitydifferencebetweenthesolidsandliquids

ASs = es-e"s"isthedifferencebetweenthesolidsvolumefractionatanypointinthe
tankandthemean solidsvolumefractionforthetankasa whole.

3.3.2..3DefinitionofEffectiveViscosity

Slurrymixturesmay exhibiteithersimpleNewtonianorstrainratedependentnon-Ncwtonian

rheology.The mathematicalmodeldescribedinSection3.4willassumethepossibilityofnon-

NewtonianrheologybutcanalsobeappliedifthetankcontentsareNewtonian.Variationsof

viscositywithtemperatureare_,eglectedbecauselargetemperaturegradientsarenotanticipated

duringmitigation.The relevantviscosityinformationwould,however,betheviscosityvaluesat

the average tank temperature.

The slurry mixture will be assumed to behave as a fluid with an effective viscosity _. The

stress:_nafluidmay thusbewrittenintheform

_ij = Pe Aij (3.7)

' where

Aij = _}xj + axi ) (3.8)

The quantity Aijis the slurry strain rate tensor and describes the rate at which the fluid is deformed.
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In a shearlayerthe strainratehas only one componentand the resulting shear s_ is

_Wx (3.9)
_xy -- _e Oy

The variationof theviscosity withconcentrationand strainrate maybe accountedforby assuming

thatit obeys the following generalfunctionalform

=_o fit(A,es) (3.10)

where A denotesthe three invariants of the fluid strainrate tensorcollectively. For
a discussion of these invariants see Yih (1977).

= effective mixture viscosity

peo = effective mixture viscosity measured at the mean tank solids volume fraction
es andthe arbitrarilyselected reference strainrate, which is A= Wo/Ht

fit(A,es)= afunctiondescribingthevariationofviscositywithswainrateandconcentration.

Intheargumentabove,thegeneralfunctionalformisprovidedforfit.Thisfunctionalformcan

onlybemadespecificbyassumingsometypeofrheologyfortheslurrymixture.Asanexample,

theformforBingharnplasticisprovidedbelow.

ForaBingharnplastic,theshearstresstensorina Idimensionalflowvarieswithstrainrate

as

'_xy= 'to(gs)+ k(es) _WX0y= t_ fit(A,gs)__WX0y (3.11)

where _o = theyieldstresswhichisassumedtovarywithsolidsvolumefraction

k = theconsistencyindexwhichisalsoassumedtovarywithsolidsvolumefraction.

Algebraic manipulationresults in the following functional form:

_o(_s) k(es)
fit(A,ks)- Iteo0wx/0y+ (3.12)Peo
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3.3.2.4 Definition of Mean Settlin_ Velocity

The tendency of particles to settle in the slurry is based on the unhindered settling velocity of

particles in the mixture. The effect of variable size distribution is neglected in this analysis; it is

assumed that the mean settling velocity may be characterized by the average settling velocity of
Q

particles in the mixture. The mean settling velocity of particles in a region of slurry is expected to

vary with particle solids volume fraction. This is due in part to the hindering effect of other par-a
ucles. This variation with loading may be accounted for by assuming that the particle settling

velocity obeys a relation of the form

Vsi (es) - Vsoi fso(es) (3.13)

where Vsi = the mean particle settling velocity of an individual particle falling through a slurry
mixture with concentration es

Vsoi = the velocity at which an individual solid waste particle would settle if immersed in
a fluid with the reference mixture viscosity laeo

fso (es) = a dimensionless settling velocity function which describes the variation of settling
velocity with solids volume fraction.

For small spherical particles that settle in a fluid with a density and viscosity that matches the

density that the tank contents would have when fully mixed, the unhindered settling velocity may

be calculated using the Stokes approximation.

Vsoi - Ps - Pm _P gi (3.14)
Pm

where the Xp is defined

2,12
(3.15)

zP-9 Ve

• where gi = the body force due to gravity

ve = l_)/Pm is the reference dynamic viscosity of the mixture.
a

The irregular shapes of waste particles, the effects of conee_ aation on settling, and other

factors complicate the prediction of the settling velocities of actual waste particles. When possible,
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the actual settling velocities of particles in real waste and in simulated waste should be experi-

mentally detem_ed.

3.3.2.5 Definition of Solids Concentration

It is convenient to use solids concentration during actual specification and manufacture of the

simulant properties. Simulants that mimic the physical properties of the contents of SY-101 will

eventually be required to conduct sealed experiments. For this reason, this convenient property

will be defined here. The solids concentration Csis def'med as the mass fraction of solids in a

sample:

mass of solids
Cs = total mass of mixture (3.16)

Thismay berelatedtothevolumefractionanddensityratiosas

Cs =Pses (3.17)
Pm

This is algebraically identical to

Cs /pl 1 A0].I (3.18)
: _S l_s" + PS

Any two simulants with identical solids volume fractions es and solid to liquid density ratios pl/ps

will also have identical solids concentrations.(a) (This will greatly simplify manufacture of simu-

lants because it is easier to carry out instructions in terms of solids concentrations and density

ratios than in terms of the solids volume fraction and density parameters that appear in the

governing transport equations in Section 3.5.)

3.4 MIXTURE MODEL
t

The partial differential equation describing the flow are provided in 3.4.1. Boundary

conditions are provided in 3.4.2.

(a) Note that two slurries with identical density ratio pl/ps will also have identical magnitudes of
theratio&O/ps--I-Pl/Ps.
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3.4.1 Continuity_and Momentum Eauations

Transport equations for describing the motion of the slurry are provided in this section.

These equations provide a mathematical description of the motion of sludge and slurry in SY-101.

The transport equations described here arepased on the assumption that mass is conserved in each

• phase and that Newton's second law dc:_,.Tibeschanges in momentum. Conservation of mass and

momentum are described by the following equations:

• Continuity equation for the mixture

+ _ {pmWi}= 0 (3.19)

• Continuity equation for the particle phase

psr _t + _ {esVi}] = 0 (3.20)

Adding and subtracting the divergence, _-_t{esWi},results in a more convenient form

r___. 3
OstOt+_1 {eswi}+ _'_ {es(Vi-Wi)}]=0 (3.21)

• Momentum equations for the mixture

_pmw..._..._i+{pmwiwj) = [-e + {_ + )J] +omgi (3.22)Ot

where 3ij = the krokener della. Sha and Soo (1979) propose a similar equation in which the form

of the stress tensor is not specified and in which body forces are neglected. It is assumed here that
._Wi __.w.j.

Xij= _ ('_ + _Xi) as specified in Equation (3.1 I) and a body force flmgi has been added.

• Particle transport modeled by using a modified diffusion equation

es (vi- wi)=es Vsi- _ _-'_les (3.23)

where wi = the velocity of the mixture as a whole
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vi= thevelocityoftheparticlephase

DI,= theparticlediffusivity

P = theabsolutepressure.

The importanceofbothlarge-scalemotionandsmallscalefluidmotiononparticlemixing . •

was emphasizedinSection2.2.Large-scalecirculationpatternsdirectlyaffectthefunctionalform

ofthevelocityfieldwi,whichappearson theleftsideoftheparticlediffusionequation.Better

mixingmay beachievedbyincreasingtheaverageupwardcomponentofthemixturevelocitywi

orbyincreasingthemagnitudeoftheparticlediffusivityDp. Ingeneral,increasingthenozzle

velocitycausesbothtooccur.Thefinalfactoraffectingtheparticledistributionistheparticle

settlingvelocityVsi;itisobviousthatslurriescontainingparticlesthatsettlerapidlywillrequire

moreagitationtomaintainsuspension.

ltispossibletoeliminatetheparticlevelocityviasavariableandwriteEquations3.19and

3.21asasingleequation:

psri_t+ _"_t{eswi}+ _ {esVsi}-_ {Dp_-_les}]=0 (3.24)

This set of coupled differential equations govern flow and particle distribution in the tank.

Boundary conditions must be specified to completely define the problem.

3.4.2 l_oundary Conditions

Boundary conditions affect the flow pattern in the tank and may impose their own similarity

parameters. The boundary conditions exist at each wall, at the sludge/slurry interface, and at the

upper surface of the tank waste; these boundary conditions are described in this section.

3.4.2.1 Boundary_Condition at Walls

The no-slip condition governs at any solid surface; consequently, the mixture velocity will be

equal to zero at the tank wall.

wi = 0 (3.25) -

3.12
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3.4.2.2 Boun, lary_Condition at the Sludge/Slurry Interface

The sludge/._lurry interface is expected to act as a solid when the stress applied at the surface

is less than the shear strength of the sludge; when the shear strength is exceeded, the interface is

expected to yield. This may be expressed mathematically as
O

. wi = 0 when Ixappl< Xss (3.26)

wi _ 0 when Ixappl> Xss (3.27)

The general relation describing applied stress tensor in a mixture was provided in the definition of

the effective viscosity. This may be evaluated at the wall resulting in

.bwi __W__) (3.28)
Xapp= lae(b--_ + oxi

Similan,ty analysis may be performed successfully using this representation of the shear stress on

the fluid side of the slurry-sludge interface.

3.4.2.3 Boundary Condition at the Upper Surface

The appropriate boundary condition at the upper surface depends on the presence or absence

of a crust. Both cases are considered for completeness.

When there is no crust, the upper surface of the slurry is a free surface and is held at a con-

stant pressure equal to the head space pressure. The surface may deform and ripple as a result of

fluid motion. Because the surface is a streamline, the relationship between elevation of the free

surface, the velocity of the mixture at the surface, and the pressure at the surface is

1
Phs + _ pmwiwi + pmgixsi = constant (3.29)

where Phs = the pressure in the head space

• Xsi = a coordinate location of a point on the slurry surface.

This may be written in a more familiar form as Bernouilli's equation

3.13
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1
Phs + _ pmlwl2+ pmlglhs= constant (3.30)

where hs is the distance from the tank bottomto the upper waste surface.

When there is no rippling or surface distortion, the distance from the bottom of the tank, hs, "

is a constant. In contrast, when tt_e is rippling, the distance from the surface to the tank bottom

hs may vary spatially.

When a crust, or nondeforming layer, is present, the no-slip condition is imposed and the

boundary condition is

wi = 0 (3.31)

3.5 CHARA_q'ERISTI¢ VELOCITmS, LENGTH S(TALES, AND TIME SCALES

Characteristic velocities, lengths scales, and time scales are used to describe the scale of an2,'

physical phenomena and can be used for purposes of dimensional analysis.

3.5.1 Length Scales

A length scale describing the tank size must be selected. When experiments are performed in

geometrically similar tanks, the characteristic length may be arbitrarily selected to be the depth of

the tank contents Ht, the tank diameter Dt, the nozzle diameter Do, the cube root of the tank

volume, or any other geometric feature of interest. The choice is arbitrary if those aspect ratios

(such as that of the tanks diameter to the depth of the tank contents D0/H t or the nozzle diameter to

the depth of the tank contents Do/Ht) are identical in both tanks. For the purposes of analysis, it is

assumed that experiments will be performed in geometrically similar tanks. The characteristic

length selected for the purpose of analysis will be the tank height Ht.

Dimensionless coordinates are obtained by taking the ratio of the dimensional coordinate to

the characteristic length. Thus

xi = xi/Ht (3.32)

where Ht = the depth of the tank contents
tt

x"i = a dimensionless coordinate.

3.14
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Dimensionless lengths include

• the dimensionless nozzle diameter, 15'o= Do/Ht

• the dimensionless tank diameter, 1St= Dr/Ht
O

• the dimensionless tank height, l_t = Ht/Ht = 1, which by definition is equal to one.

• Geometric similarity requires that the dimensionless nozzle diameter, the dimensionless tank

diameter, and any other geometric features be identical in the scale model tank and in implementa-

tion in SY-101.

3.5.2 Characteristic Velocities

When the jets are activated, the tank contents will be set into motion by jets with a known jet

nozzle velocity Wo.(a) Velocities in the tank will be scaled using this characteristic velocity. There

are three dimensionless velocities of interest defined as follows:

• the dimensionless mixture velocity, which varies throughout the tank

wi = wi/Wo (3.33)

• the dimensionless particle velocity, which also varies throughout the tank

v"i vi (3.34)= Wo

• the dimensionless particle settling velocity, which describes the tendency of particles to settle

_si = Vsi_o (3.35)

where Wo = the velocity of the mixture at the nozzle

v"i = the dimensionless particle velocity

_si = the dimensionless settling velocity

wi = the dimensionless velocity of the mixture.

Substituting the functional form of the dimensionless settling velocity allows it to be written in the

• following form:

• _si - Vso___.._2ifso(_s) = _soi fso(es) (3.36)- Wo

(a) The characteristic velocity Wo is directly related to the volumetric flow rate Qo through the
nozzle with Wo = 4Qo/nDo 2.
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3.5.3 Characteristic Pressure

Pressure will be made dimensionless by using twice the dynamic pressure of the jet:

P" = P / ( p-mWo2) (3.37) •

The gravitationalaccelerationvectorwillbemadedimensionlessbyusingthemagnitudeofthe

gravitationalaccelerationon earthIgl,whichisequaltoapproximately9.8rn/s2 onearth:

gi = gi/Igl (3.38)

3.5.4 Characteristic Time Scale

Many of the proposed mitigation methods are inherently unsteady, with some characteristic

time scale imposed. The characteristic time scale will be denoted as Tc for ali cases. The exact

meaning of the time scale will vary from technology to technology. For oscillating jets, the

characteristic time scale To is the period of one jet oscillation; for jets operated using a liquid

piston, the characteristic time scale is equal to one piston cycle:

i"=t/To (3.39)

3.6 (_0VERNINO DIFFERENTLA.L EQUATIONS IN DIMENSIONLESS FORM

In this section the characteristic scales defined in Section 3.5 are applied to obtain the

dimensionless differential equations. The dimensionless continuity and momentum equations are

obtained in Section 3.6.1; the dimensionless boundary conditions are obtained in Section 3.6.2.

3.6.1 Dimensionless Continuity and Momentum Fm_uations

Application of the length, time, and velocity scales to the mixture continuity equation

(Eq. 3.19) results in
e

_It'_(1+Npags)+ _ {(I+Np aes)V_i}= 0 (3.40)
bt _xi
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Ht
where _t = ToWo a dimensionless time parameter

NO = aO/_ a dimensionless density difference between the solids and the
supernatant.

Two independent parameters appear in this equation; these are the dimensionless time parameter fit

. and the density ratio Np. Both will appear in later equations. The dimensionless time parameter

describes the effect of the time varying nozzle velocity or its location in the flow. The density ratio

describes the importance of the concentration variatS_ns to the continuity equation.

Examination of the dimensionless continuity equation (Eq. 3.40) indicates that slurries with

different density parameters Np will behave differently. When the density parameter is large, even

slight spatial variations in the solids volume fraction will result in large differences in the mixture

density. In contrast, when the density parameter is zero, large variations in the solids volume

fraction will not result in density difference. This can have an important influence on turbulence

characteristics and consequently on solids mixing.

The particle diffusion equation (F-xi.3.24) may be written in dimensionless form as

Tit-- (_'s + Aes) + (_-s + Aes)Wi}
Ot 0xi

_--_-(t_es)}= 0 (3.41)+fso + )-
0xi 0xi 0xi

Four independently adjustable dimensionless parameters appear in the particle diffusion equation.

These are 1) the dimensionless time parameter tit, which also appeared in the fluid continuity

equation; 2) the mean volume concentration e--_"; 3) the ratio of the characteristic settling velocity of

the particles to the jet nozzle velocity _'soi; and 4) the dimensionless function describing the effects

of concentration on the settling velocity of individual particles fso.

The mixture momentum equation (Eq. 3.22) may be written as

w

fit --_{ (1+N O t_es)V_i} + "-_"{(1+ NOAes)V_iwj}
0t Oxj

=- 2i5+ ReH-l{fg (0w~i+ _)} + NOFr "2 g'iA_s (3.42)0x-i 0xi
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)

p"mWoHt
where ReH =

_teo

Fr2 - Wo2

To emphasize the importance of density differences, the pressure has been adjusted to account for

the mean hydrostatic variation (a)in the tank using

P = P - pmgixi

_=

: Three new independent parameters appear in this equation:

• the dimensionless function describing the variation of the viscosity with density and
shear rate, f_t

• the tank Reynolds number based on the level of the tank contents, ReHCb)

• the Froude number based on the level of the tank contents, Fr2.

The functional form of the viscosity variation may be expressed in terms of the dimensionless

strain rate and the mean solids volume fraction as

ftr = rg( _, es + Aes) (3.43)

(a) The absolute pressure is relevant during analysis involving expansion and compression of a
gas, such as during modeling of tank overturn phenomena. However, in flow analysis it is
convenient to eliminate the hydrostatic pressure differences that do not result in motion.

(b) The tank Reynolds number based on level of the tank contents describes the degree of turbu-

_i lence in the tank as a whole. However, the Reynolds number based on the nozzle diameter is
more useful for describing the degree of turbulence in the jet itself and for describing the jet
motion in general. The Reynolds number based on jet nozzle diameter is

i ReDo = pmWoDo/l.teo = (Do/Ht) ReH
_=

The ratio of the nozzle diameter to the tank height is a constant of geometrically scaled tanks.
Consequently, whenever the two tanks are geometrically similar, both Reynolds numbers
will match in the full scale and small scale tanks, or neither will. Consequently, the choice
between the Reynolds number based on the level of the tank contents or the nozzle diameter
is arbitrary for the purpose of designing this particular experiment.
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where the dimensionless strain rate is

_(_ iiii NII

~ aHt _w"i ___.j)3_'i_ ____) (3.44)A-Wo - + +
. _i (Oxj _xi

m

. The reference viscosity laeo will be the viscosity measured at _ = 1 and es = es ; this requires the

function fv to obey fl_= 1 when _ = 1 and es = _s •

The Froude number Fr2 describes the ability of the jet to carry solids to the upper regions of

the tank. The importance of the densimetric Froude number Fr2/Np to the mixing times achieved in

tanks was identified by Fossett et al. (1949) and Fossett and Prosser (1951) during an experiment

designed to study the effect of the Reynolds number on mixing using jets. Qualitative observations

indicated that both the jet density ratio Pi "Pm and the densimetric Froude number have aPm
dramatic effect on the motion of a jet. When the Froude number of a dense jet was low, the jet

could not rise to upper regions of the tank. In addition, measurements of the mixing time indicated

that the densimetric Froude number was the most important parameter affecting mixing times

achieved. Fossett and Prosser's data indicate that an upward facing jet with a density that exceeds

the density of the surrounding medium by 1% required a Froude number of 24 to reach the upper

regions of the tank. Horizontal jets will require larger Froude numbers to reach the upper regions

of the tank.Ca)

3.6.2 DimensionlessBoun_laryConditions

The boundary conditions may also be may also be expressed in dimensionless form; only

two boundary conditions provide additional dimensionless parameters which describe the flow.

These are the boundary condition on the upper free surface and the boundary condition at the

sludge-slurry interface.

,o

(a) The densimetric Froude number defined by Fosset and Prosser (1951) is

. Fr2 = pWo2 sin2(q)+5o)/ApHIgl

where p is the density of the surrounding fluid and ap is the density difference between the
fluid in the jet and the surrounding fluid and 4)is the angle between the jet axis and the
horizontal plane. It corresponds closely to the product of the densimetric Froude number and
the void deviation Aesdefined here.
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Upper Surface

A new dimensionless parameter is introduced when the upper surface is a free surface.

When a crust is present, no new dimensionless parameter is introduced. In this case, the boundary

conditions is

wi = 0 (3.45)

o

No dimensionless parameter appears in this relation.

In contrast, when there is no crust at the upper surface, the dimensionless boundary

condition is

1 ~
Fr 2 {_ v_iwi }+ gix'i = constant (3.46)

Thus, if no crust is present at the top of the tank, the Froude number also governs the degree of

rippling at the surface.

Sludge-Slurry Interface

The boundary condition at the sludge-slurry interface is complicated; three relations were

suggested for the form of the shear stress at the boundary. The dimensionless boundary condition
becomes

w~i = 0 when IXappl/Xss< 1 (3.47)

and

w~i_ 0 when I'cappl/'r,ss > 1 (3.48)

The dimensionless applied shear stress IXapp[/Xssgoverns the ability of the sludge bank to yield.

This applied shear stress is a function of the flow field; the functional form of this stress mr,st be

manipulated to allow identification of an independently adjustable parameter.
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Thedimensionless fo_znforthe applied shearstress is

IXapl_/Xss- P"mW°2ReH-1f_t _ +_'_J_-"} (3.48)
. _ss {a_ axi

_W°2, which is the ratio of the dynamic. This introduces the final dimensionless parameter, Zss
pressure of the jet to the shear stress of the sludge. The functional form of the slurry viscosity f_t

also affects the tendency of the slurryto yield.

3.6.3 Summary_of DimeltsiorllessParameters

The previoussimilarityanalysis indicatesthatconditionsin the tank will be a functionof the

nine similarity parameters.A summaryof the nine dimensionlessparameters appearing in ali

dimensionless equations is providedin Table 3.1.

gR
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T.AllI2,.._. Summary ofDimensionlessParameters

Inverse time parameter: Ho

Describes the effect of the time dependence of the cit - ToUo
jet on the behavior of the tank contents.

Reynolds number based on tank height: ReH = p'mWoHo ,

Describes the degree of turbulence in the tank. Peo

Froude .umber'.

Describes the general effect of density differences iWol2
on the jet motion when density differences exist in the Fr2 = gHotank.

Also describes the degree of surface rippling if the
crust absent.

Stress ratio: _-_Wo2
Describes the ability of the jet to erode settled Nx -

slurry, x s s

- Vsoi
SettlingVelocityratio: Vsoi- Wo

Describes the tendency of particles to settle.

Denstty tatio: Ap
Dezcribes the importance of density chfferences Np-

between the solids and the mixture as a whole, p--_

Appears in both mixture continuity and momentum
equations.

Mean solids volume fraction:

Influences the possible magnitude of density es
variations in the tank.

Functional variation of settling velocity with fso(es)
concentration:

Modifies the effect of the settling velocity ratio.

Functionaldependenceofviscosity: fit(A,es+ Aes) .

Modifies the effect of the Reynolds number.

i
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4.0 EXPERIMENT DESIGN

In this section, the similarity analyses performed in Sections 3.0 through 3.6 arc applied to

designing scaled experiments. Goals of these experiments and the use of similarity to design the

" experiments are described in Section 4.1. Some estimates of the properties in SY-101 are in Sec-

tion 4.2. A general discussion of methods to achieve similarity are provided in Section 4.2.

• SpecificalgebraicrelationshipsforpropertiesareprovidedinSection4.2.1;apossiblemethodof

performinganexperimentat1/12thscaleisdiscussedinSection4.2.2.

4.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The goal of scaled experiments using physical simulants is to determine the minimum jet

nozzle velocity re.quiredWominto first suspend and then to maintain solids in suspension using a

particularhydraulic mitigation technology. This may bc accomplished by using the scaling law

analysis to design thescaledexperiments.

How inbothSY-101andinthescalemodeltankisafunctionofallphysicalproperties,

(soliddensity,liquiddensity,mixtureviscosity,etc.),allgeometricfeatures(tankheight,nozzle

diarncter,etc.),andallcharacteristicvelocitiesandtimeswhichappearedinthemodelequations

discussedinSections3.0through3.6.However,flowinthetankcanalsobccharacterizedbythe

eightdimensionlessparametersinTable3.1.The theoryofsimilarityensuresthatthedcgrccof

suspensionachievedinasmall-scaletankatspecificmagnitudesoftheseeightdimensionless

parameterswillbcidenticaltothedegreeofsuspensionachievedinSY-101when thesame

magnitudeofthesedimensionlessparametersisachieved.

Forexample,ifthetotalfractionofthetankbottomclcarccl_ byjetswillobeytherelation

7kc,X= ,F_c,SY (4.I)

where_c,xistheratioofthecleanedsludgeareatothetotalfloorareainthescalemodeltankand

,_c,SYistheratioofthecleanedsludgeareatothetotalfloorareainSY-I0I,providedthatallof

• thefollowingrequirementsarcmet.Then
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qLX -- qt,SY (4.2)

ReH_X = ReH,SY (4.3)

Fr,x2 = Fr,sy2 (4.4)

Nx,x = Nx,sy (4.5) •

Vsoi,X = Vsoi,SY (4.6)

Np_ = Npsy (4.7)

_s,x = _-7,sY (4.8)

fso,X = fso,SY (4.9)

fl_(A, "es + Aes),X = fix(X,"es + Aes),SY (4.10)

No statementsmay bemaderegardingtherelationshipbetweentheratioofthecleanedareasin

bothtanksifthesimilaritycriteriaEquations(4.2-4.10)arcnotmatched.(SeeAppendixA foran

exampleillustratingtheeffectsofnotmatchingscalingparameters.)Itmay bepossibletorelax

somesimilaritycriteriaonthebasisofphysicalunderstandingorexperimentalevidence.How-

ever, thismust be left to the designers of the scaledexperimentsbecause it requires significant

technicaljudgment to identify andjustify specificreasons forrelaxingeach criteria.

A possibleprocedurefor identifyingthe minimum nozzle velocity requiredto prevent

accumulationof solids may be determinedby filling the scale-modeltankwith an appropriate

simulantand increasing the velocity untilthe condition_-c.x = 0 is achieved. The minimum

velocity requiredin SY-IO1may then be determinedby determiningthe velocity which results in

the samemagnitude of dimensionless parametersin SY-101.

The procedurefor designingan experimentto detenuine theminimumnozzle velocity is

• Determinethe possible magnitudeof the independentdimensionless parametersin SY-IO1.

• Determinethe simulant propertieswhich will allow the samerangeof dimensionless
parametersto be achieved in a scaled experiment.

• Select a suitablerangeof simulantpropertiesfor a particularexperimental,scale.

• Select a rangeof nozzle velocities of testing.

Tests would be performedat increasingnozzle exitvelocities until the minimumvelocity

requiredto clear the entire tankbottom was determined.
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4.2 PROPERTIES OF WASTE CONTAINED IN SY-101

This section discusses the physical properties of the waste in SY-101 and the possible mag-

nitude of the 10 dimensionless parameters governing behavior of the tank contents during jet

mixing.
.b.

Properties of the waste in SY-101 that can be directly related to dimensionless parameters are

. 1) the mean solids void fraction es; 2) the density ratio Np; 3) the form of the viscosity variation

with concentration and solids volume fraction fg(A, es); and 4) the form of the settling velocity

variation with solids volume fraction fso(es). These will be discussed first. The discussion of

other properties, such as the mixture viscosity, mixture density, and sludge yield stress, are at the

end of this section.
,, .

Because core sample analyses are ongoing, this section is necessarily incomplete. Further

evaluation of the properties in SY-101 are needed for complete definitions of the simulant proper-

ties required during scaled testing.

4.2.1 Solids Volume Fraction

More information about the properties in SY-101 is needed for complete definitions of the

simulant properties to be used in sealed testing. The solids volume fraction in SY-101 as a whole

is unknown. It could only be determined from analyses of samples of all core segments from the

bottom to the top of the tank; these are not available. In addition, the solids volume fraction is

measured indirectly by the volume of settled solids, the volume of centrifuged solids, and the %

weight of water.

Although the data from the individual samples are insufficient to determine the solids volume

fraction, the solids volume fraction may be bounded by the values available. Because of physical

packing limitations, the solids volume fraction must be less than the volume of centrifuged solids.

The maximum solids volume fraction possible for uniformly sized spheres is 74%; this corres-

ponds to a closely packed structure. The maximum packing fraction for tank wastes may be higher

or lower. Larger packing fractions could result if the solids consist of nonuniformly sized parti-

cles. Alternatively, repulsive forces between solids could result in lower packing fractions.

Table 4.1 presents an analyses of segments 8 and 19 of core sample #22 from SY-101

• reported by Tingey.(a) The density of the sample, the volume of centrifuged solids, and the

%weight of water at 65"C are provided in Table 4.1. Table 4.1 also shows an estimate of a solids

(a) Tingey, J. M. 1992. Physical Characterization of Tank IO1-SY Core Samples from
Window C. PNL-8054, Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland. Unpublished, Cited
hereafter as Tingey (1992 unpublished report).
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volume fraction for the entire tank assuming that the solids volume fraction is equal to 74% after

centrifuging. The estimated average solids volume fraction based on all six samples is 31%; actuaJ

solids volume fractions may be larger or smaller.

4.2.2 The Density Ratio
u,

The density ratio of the solids to the mixture density is also not available. Tingey(a) measured

, and reported the density of the centrifuged supematant and the centrifuged solids. This informa-

tion would be sufficient if 1) the solids volume fraction of the centrifuged solids is known and

2) the density of the interstitial liquid is known. If the solids volume fraction is assumed to be

esrnax=74% and the density of the interstitial liquid is assumed to be equal to the density of the

centrifuged supematant, the solids density is equal to

Pcs - pl (1-esmax) Pcs " Pl (1-0.74)
Ps - esmax = 0.74 (4.11)

where pcs = the density of the centrifuged solids

pl = the density of the liquid or supematant.

Based on this estimate, the average solids density is 1.96 g/mL. The maximum estimate is

2.21 g/mL; the minimum is 1.83 g/mL. The variation in the estimate could arise from at least two

sources. First, it is possible that the average solids density actually varies from region to region in

the tank. This could occur as a result of differential settling of more dense or less dense solid con-

stituents. It is also possible that the variation in the estimated solids density occurs because the

solids volume fraction in the centrifuged solids may not be equal to 0.74. No actual data on the

solids volume fraction of the centrifuged solids is available; it is unlikely that this value can be

determined because of difficulties associated with measuring solids densities of actual samples.

The density ratio is then def'med as

Np (pl-ps) (4.12)
- Pm

The estimated magnitude of the average density ratio as based on each of the six samples is

11

provided in Table 4.1. The average of the six samples is 0.32.

(a) Tingey (1992, unpublished report).
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4.2.3 Viscosity

The viscosities for segments 4, 8, and 13 were reported by Tingey (1992, unpublished

report) who reports that samples appear to be Newtonian at shear rates above 100 s-1. The

viscosity of the more concentrated samples taken from the lower nonconvective region were not

available as of February 199.2.

The magnitude of the sample viscosity at 65"C is provided in Table 4. I.

4.2.4 particle Settling Velocity

Particle settling velocity is extremely difficult to measure from core samples. The closest

comparable measurement is the settling velocity of the supematant/slurry interface dining natural

settling. This quantity was not measured or reported for core samples because the cokws of the

solids and liquid in the sample were similar, and the interface was not visible during settling tests.

Estimates for the particle settling velocity will be required to complete the design of the scaled

experiment. A procedure for estimating the particle settling velocity is provided here. An estimate

of the particle size based on core samples will be required to obtain numerical values.

The net gravitational force exerted on a particle immersed in a fluid with a density equal to the

density of the slurry mixture is

4

F = _(Ps- Pm) na3 g (4.13)

where F = the force exerted on the particle

a = the particle radius

Pm = the density of the slurry mixture

ps = the density of the solid particle

g = the acceleration due to gravity.

The drag force exerted on a small particle is equal to

F = 6a_a Vs (4.14)



The mminal settling velocity may be detem_ed by balancing the gravitational force and the drag

force. This results in

2 a2 g (4.15)
' " Vs=No 9v

where v is the kinematic viscosity of the mixture in which the particle falls.

4.2.5 _h_ar Strength

The shear strength of samples were measured and reported by Tingey (1992, unpublished

report). Shear strength is of interest in the nonconvective regions. The magnitudes of the shear

strength at 65"C for segments 14, 19, and 22 are reported in Table 4.1. On basis of measurements

by Tingey, the shear strength of settled samples appears to be approximately equal to 3500 Pa at

65"C.

, 4.3 ACHIEVING SIMILARITY IN SCALED EXPERIMENTS

Similarity will be achieved in the model tank and the full scale tank if 1) the two tanks and

, their jet mitigation equipment are geometrically similar and 2) ali dimensionless parameters appear-l
{ ing in the differential equations match during testing. In principle, the criteria may be met at any

t' scale; in practice this is not possible because it is almost certainly impossible to obtain slurries and

], sludges with effective viscosities less than that of pure water. The properties required at any

-I: particular scale will be discussed in Section 4.1.1. The minimum scale at which ali parameters

may be matched will be discussed in Section 4.2.1.

4.3.1 Properties Rcquirc¢l at an Arbitrary_Scal¢

The property values required to achieve similarity in a sealed model may be determined by

algebraically manipulating the dimensionless parameters appearing in the dimensionless differential

equations derived in Section 3.6. The algebraic manipulations performed here assume that the goal
i

is complete similarity. It is possible under special circumstances to make some compromises and

i • to neglect some similarity parameters. This should only be done if there is some analytical or

', experimental evidence that the effect of a particular similarity parameter is minor. If a decision is
I
) . made to eliminate an individual similarity parameter, new algebraic manipulation will be required to

, determine the required paxanc_e).ers.4
I

i
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It is useful to define the experimental scale beforediscussing the property requirements. Let

the scale be def'medas the ratio of the length scale of the scale model tank to the length scale of

SY-101. That is,

x (4.16)
HosY

wherethe subscript "x" is used to denote experiments performedin the scaled tank and "SY" is

used to denote quantifies in the SY-101 itself.

Thus, experiments performed in a tank with linear dirt:.._nsions1/12th that of tank

SY-101 would have X= 1/12, while experiments performed in a tank with linear dimensions 1/4th

that of SY-101 will have X = 1/4. Specific examples of scale factor for a 1/12th scale tank will be

used in this discussion to provide a concrete example of the scale factors and to support discus-

sions of the difficulties involved in designing scaled experiments. The scale factors for 1/12th and

1/4thscale tanks in tabular form axe at the end of this section. These sizes were selected because

geometric models of a double-shell tank exist at 1/12thscale and a 1/4th scale tank is under
construction.

The identification of scaled values is in order of increasingcomplexity and will begin with the

four similarity parameters in Table 3.1 that do not contain either the mixture nozzle exit velocity or

the length scale. The scaling factor between the magnitude of these properties in the scaled tank

and the magnitude in SY-101 is independent of scale. These are

w

• the mean solids volume fraction es

• the functional v_on of the effective viscosity rg( _, is + Aes)

• the functional variation settling velocity with concentration fso( e-'s+ ZXes)

• thedensityratioNp=&o/p"m.

Thescalingfactorsofthefourquantitiesdefinedaboveareindepcndcntofthemagnitudeofthe

scaleX. We willusethesubscriptxtodenotepropertiesofadynamicsimulantusedtotestthe

behaviorinascaledtestandthesubscriptSY subscripttodenotemagnitudeinSY-I01.Recom-

mendationsformatchingthesequantitiesareprovidedbelow.

ThemeansolidsvolumefractioninthescalecxperirncntshouldmatchthatinSY-I01:

m m

es x = es SY

4.8



Thus, if the mean solids volume fraction in SY-101 is 31%, then a simulant with a solids volume

fraction of 31% should be used during testing.

The form of the viscosity variation with strain rate and solids volume fraction should match

flax ( Ex, "es x + Aesx) w.f_tsY ('ASY,"_SSY+ AesSY) (4.17)
v

For example, if the mixture in SY-101 is Newtonian, then the simulant used in testing should be

Newtonian. If the mixture is a Bingham plastic, then a Bingham plastic should be used during

testing. (See Section 3.3.2 for an illustration of how to determine the functional form of flz for a

Bingham plastic.)

The variation of settling velocity with concentration should also match:

fsox (¢sx+ Aesx) = fso SY (_'s SY + t_esSY) (4.18)

The variation of settling velocity with concentration for material in SY-101 is unknown. For

noncolloidal suspensions, the functional forms must be identical for ali mixtures. However, if

electrostatic repulsion is important they will not. It is not currently possible to make a direct

comparison between settling curve for the simulant and SY-101. Judgment will be required to

decide whether the variation of settling velocity with solids volume fraction is acceptable.

The fourth criteria is the match of density parameters Np in the scale model and in SY-101. lt

is convenient to algebraically manipulate these criteria into a form that is more useful for the

purposes of specifying simulant properties.

The mean mixture density is a function of the solids volume fraction, the density of the liquid

supematant, and the density difference between the solids and the liquid:

p-m = Pl + Apes (4.19)

Consequently, the density ratio is

• pl --)-1 (4.20)
Np = { P-_-Pi+ es

4.9
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If the solids volume density e--s-,x= e-'_",SYin the two tanks already matches, then the matching

criteriamay be expressed as a requirement to match the ratio of the density of the solids to the

density of the supematant or liquid.Ca)That is, the ratio

For example, if the magnitude of the density ratio in SY-101 is 1.34, then the ratio for a simulant

used in the scaled experiments should also be 1.34.

Froude numbers will match provided that the velocity in the sc,aled experiment is set equal to

Wox = Wo,SY _ (4.22)

Froude number equal to those exhibited in the full scale tank may be achieved in a 1/12th scale tank

by reducing the velocity by a factor of _ Conversely, the scale-up relation to determine the

equivalent velocity at full scale is

Wo,SY= Wox/ _ (4.23)

i Thus, for example, if mixer pumps can achieve a velocity

maxilTlUm of 17.9 m/s, then the effec-

tiveness of pumps running at maximum velocity would be evaluated in the scaled test using a

velocity of 17.9 rn/s / "_-= 5.2 m/s. This would match the correct Froude number.

Because ali velocities scale by the same scale factor, ratio of the reference settling velocity

must also obey

Vso,x VsoSY _ (4.24)

!

.:- .
i (a) The requirement that the solids volume fraction and the density ratio match may also be
I1" shown to be equivalent to requiring that the solids concentration, _ = maSStotalSOlidSmassintank
-z and the density ratio Np also match. Expressing the requirement in this manner simplifies the

i task of manufacturing the simulant and in no way compromises similarity.4.10
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The correct settling velocity of simulant particles can be determined using this relation, provided

that the settling velocity of particles in SY-101 is known. This question must be resolved at a later

date.

The inverse time parameter may be used to determine the appropriate scale factor for them

period oi oscillation of ajet or for the period imposed by liquid piston operation:

v

_u___U_z_
nt - ToWo (4.25)

Assuming that the Froude number is matched, the scaling relation for the correct period of

operation becomes

Hox WosYl = TosY X 1/2 (4.26)"Fox= TosY { HoSY Wox "

For example, if the period for one intake and exhaust stroke of a liquid piston is proposed to be

1 minute, then testing should be performed using a period of 0.29 minutes.

The stress ratio can be matched by selecting an appropriate shear strength. The stress ratio

was defined

N_ - (4.27)

Assuming that Froude number scaling is being followed, the scale factor for the yield stress of the

settled slurry in the model tank is

[ Xss ]x = [XsS]Sy [ W°x2 _= [XSS]sy X (4.28)
WoSY2j _

Pm Pm Pm

4.11
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For example, if the shear strength of the settled sludge is 4000 dynes/cre 2 and the average

density of the tank contents is 1.6 x 103 kg/m 3, which results in a ratio of approximately

{_ss }SY = 2.5 x !-0.2 m2/s2, then the simulant should meet the criteria

pm
Q

{_ss }x = 2.5 x 10.2 m2/s 2.

Pm

The final matching criterion is the Reynolds number. Because the Froude number already

matches, it is possible to match both the Reynolds and Froude number by matching the quantity

Re2/Fr 2 which is equal to

Re2/Fr 2 = _ (4.29)
Ve2

where Ve = laeo/p'm is the effective kinematic viscosity of the slurry mixture at a reference con-

centration and strain rate.

Experiments must be performed at the acceleration due to gravity on earth. Consequently,

this scale parameter may only be achieved by adjusting the kinematic viscosity as follows:

Vex= VeSYX3/2 (4.30)

Thus, if the SY-101 waste viscosity is approximately 10 cP and its density is 1.5 x 103 kg/m 3,

then assuming that the density of the simulant is also 1.5 x 103 kg/m 3, the viscosity in the 1/12 th

scale simulant should be 10 cP/123/2 =0.24 cP.

The algebraic relationships in this section can be used to determine the properties reqttired to

achieve similarity at any scale. If these properties are used, then any dimensionless parameter may

be used to obtain a scale-up criterion. In particular, if the minimum nozzle velocity required to

achieve resuspension in the scale model is determined, then minimum velocity required in SY-101

can be calculated using

Womin, SY = Womin, x / _ (4.31) .

4.12
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However,if the simulantdoes not havethe appropriatepropertiesrequiredby the algebraic

relations providedhere, then it will not be possible to determinethe scale-upratio on the basis of a

similarityanalysis alone.

4.3.2 Strategyfog Small Scale Testing

In principle,similarity may be achieved at any scale if slurrieswith suitable propertiescan be

. manufactured. In practice, exact similarityis not possible whentesting is done in a 1/12thscale

experiment. The impediment to achieving similarityand a strategyfor performingexperimentsat

1/12thscale are briefly describedhere.

In practice, some arbitraryproperties aredifficult to achieve. A primaryimpediment to per

forming tests in an arbitrarilysiz_ tank is producinga simulant with the appropriateviscosity.

Othersimilarity criteria,such as the need to match the correctsettling velocity, may also be difficult

to achieve but these difficultiesare not affected by the experimentalscale.

A samplefromthe convective slurryregion of the tank (segment 8) was analyzed to deter-

mine its viscosity, solids loading, and particle size.(a) The analysis shows the viscosity of the

convective slurryat 65"Cis 8 cP. The bulk density of the convective sample was 1.54kg/m3; the

correspondingreferencekinematic viscosity is 5.2 x 10.6 m2/s. Similarbehavior may be achieved

in a 1/12th scale tank using a simulant with a kinematic viscosity of 0.12 m2/s. Assuming that the

density of the simulant is also 1.54 kg/m3, then the dynamic viscosity of the simulant must be
0.2 cP.

The viscosity requiredfor 1/12thscale testing is relatively low when compared to the vis-

cosity of common liquids. The viscosity of water is approximately 1cP at 20"Cand may be

reduced somewhat by heating, but it remains above 0.2 cP, even at its boiling point of 100"C. The

difficulty of achieving a viscosity of 0.2 eP is even morechallenging when considering the solids

loading of the sample fromsegment 8. Generally, the viscosity of a slurrysample is expected to

be greaterthan that of the pure supernatant. The volume of centrifugedsolids at 65"Cwas 20%,

while the weight of centrifuged solids was 24%. Consequently, the 0.2 cP criterion must be

applied to a sample with a significantvolume of solids. It is clear that similaritywill be difficult to

achieve in very small scale tanks.

Achieving an appropriateslurryviscosity would be simplified by using a mixture with a

reference viscosity that is larger than the estimate based on segment 8 data. This would also be

. useful if suspension of higherviscosity slurries were known to be more difficult than suspension

of low viscosity,slurries. Unfortunately, although high viscosity leads to a low Reynolds number,

which suggests larger regions of laminar flow and lower particle diffusivities, it also leads to lower

(a) Tingey (1992, unpublished report).
4.13
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particle settling velocities for a given size particle, which would result in less settling. Conse-

quently, using excessively viscous simulants is no more likely to result in more settling than less

settling.

The minimum achievable slurryviscosity at the mean solids concentration of SY-101 is not

known. However, it is reasonable to assume that a slurryviscosity of 2 cP may be achieved at

elevated temperature. It will be difficult to manufactul_eslurry with less than 2 cP. Estimates of

the required slurryviscosities suggest that it will be difficult to achieve complete similarity even at

1/4th scale if the viscosity of the mixture in SY-101 is as low as 8 cP.

Neither case may be simulated completely in a 1/12_ scale tank. If experiments are per-

formed in a 1/12 _ scale tank using a viscosity of 2 cP, the Reynolds numbers achieved at a

particular magnitude of Froude number will be 10%of the magnitude anticipated in the full scale

tank. A Synopsis of the scale factor for the properties and variables in a scaled tank is provided in

Table 4.2. Because the viscosity is the most difficult variable to scale, the magnitude of sample

viscosities in SY- l01 are also provided.

A reasonable strategy to overcome the difficulties in achieving complete similarity in scale

tanks includes the following:

• Design simulants that match ali required variables except the viscosity.

• Select at least two viscosity values to test at a particular scale; these viscosities should be as
low as reasonable achievable. This will result in two simulants with different Re 2/Fr 2 --"

IglHt3 The tank will represent a material with a third higher value of Re2/Fr 2.
ve2"

• Experimentally determine the minimum dimensionless nozzle velocity Wo_ain required to
achieve off-bottom suspension of the solids in the tank for each simulant.

• Calculate the value of Frmin( _ ) for each simulant tested in the X scale tank using

Frmin = Wo,min2/lglHt,x (4.32)

• Perform an extrapolation to determine Frmin,SY for the value of Re2/Fr 2 which represents
the tank waste. If two simulants are used at a single scale, linear extrapolation would be
performed using the relation

Frminl - Frmin2
{( Re2/Fr 2 )SY- (Re2/Fr2 )1} (4.33)

FrminSY = Frminl+ (Re2/Fr2)l. (Re2/Fr2)2

m

4.14
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_kl_._4._. Properties,Velocity, and Length Scale Factors Requiredto Achieve Similarity at
1/12th and I/4 th Scale. (Conversions of dynamic viscosities assume that the
mixture density matches in both tanks.)

. " " iqts;................HiS;............
Length scale HtSY HtSY X 12 4

HH

Ratio of shear strength

to mixturedensity {Xss/P'm}SY {Xss/P"m}SY X {¢ss/P-m}SY {Xss/P-m}SY
.... 1'2 4

i

Kinematicviscosity vsY vSY X3/2 vsY vsY-4-27. 1I
..... VsoSY VsoSY

Particle settlingvelocity VsoSY VsoSY X1/2 _ 2

i .i

ToSY ToSY
Periodof oscillation ToSY ToSY X1/2 3.5 2

i i

Wo Wo
Nozzle velocity WoSY Worn X 1/2 3."5" 2

Solidsvolume fraction es es es _s

Density ratio Np N )SY NpSY l_pSY N _SY

[__ii:::':':':':_:':::':_:':':':::':':'::::_:':':':':'::ii_!ii!iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiili!i i iiiiiiii}iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiili iiiiii_iiii_iiiiii__iiiiii_i}iiiiiiii_ii!iiiiiiii_iiiiiii_ii_iiiiii!_ii!iiiii_ii_!ii_iiiiiiiiiiiii_ii_iii!!)i_iiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiili}iiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiilili!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil

Kinematic viscosity, 5.2 m2/s veSY X3/2 0.125 0.65

vesY

" Dynamic viscosity gm 8 cP 0.2 cP 1.25 cP

Dynamic viscosity I.tm 40 cP 0.96 cP 5 cP

4.15
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Here the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the first simulant tested and the second simulant tested,
respectively.

• Calculate the predicted nozzle velocity for SY-101 using _c relation

Wo,min SY = "_FrminSY [g[ HSy (4.34)

This strategy may be used to evaluate ali proposed hydraulic mitigation strategies. Identical

simulants and model tanks should bc used for ali tests performed at idcndcal scale X. Identical

simulants are required to ensure that the same magnitudes of the similarity parameters arc achieved.

Identical model tanks will ensure that no differences in tank geometry or scale affect the results.

It should bc crnphasized that interpolation of data is generally more accurate than extrapo-

lation. However, interpolation is not possible in this case. The dangers of extrapolation may bc

minimized by limiting the range of cx_'apoladon, or by using more than two simulant properties,

because this will allow nonlinear extrapolation to be performed.

i 4.16
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APPENDIX A

EXAMPLE OF THE DIFFICULTIES ASSOCIATED WITH SCALE-UP OF DATA FROM

bIONSIMILAR EXPERIMENTS
w

. By using a well documented example, this appendix illustrates the inherent difficulties asso-

ciated with scale-up of data from nonsimilar experiments. The example was selected because it is

characterized by two independent dimensionless parameters rather than thirteen.

Suppose that an experiment is performed to determine the convective heat transfer coefficient

h when fluid flows at velocity U past a cylinder with diameter D. Scaling law analysis indicates

that the dimensionless heat transfer coefficient or Nusselt number, NUD, can be determined on the

basis of two parameters NUD=f (Pr, Re) where f is some unknown functional form. Here the

Nusselt number, Prandtl number, and Reynolds number are def'med NUD--hD/k, Pr = e/v, and Re

= UDN, respectively. The properties of the fluid flowing past the plate are thermal conductivity k,

kinematic viscosity v, thermal diffusivity a, and density p.

Experiments are required to determine the functional form of the relationship. If heat transfer

coefficients are desired for exactly one case, one experiment could be performed at the appropriate

Prandtl and Reynolds, and then the appropriate value of NUDcould be determined from experi-

mental measurement. The scale-up relationship of a test performed at smail scale which matches

the Reynolds and Prandtl of the full scale application would be

NufuU scale =Nutest scale

This relation would hold if and only if the similarity criteria were met. That is, if tests were

performed at Prfull scale = Prtest scaleand Refuil scale= Retest scale.

The scale-up relation could also be written as:

hfull scale_ _ kfull scale Dtest scale
• htest scale .... ktest scale Dfull scale

Thus, dimensional analysis provides both the criterion for performing sealed experiments (i.e.,

both Re and Pr are matched) and the scale-up relationship between experiments (i.e., that Nu will

match).

A.!
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This particularexamplewas selected because experimental dam esmbl!shing the form of the

functionf already exist. A broad study by Churchill and Bernstein (1977) shows that data can be

fit using

0.62 ReD0.5pr0.333 ReD _ 52510.8
NUD - 0.3 + {1+ (0.4/Pr)0.667 }0.25 { 1+ 282000'" "

Performing a single experiment at the correct Prandtl number and Reynolds number is the experi-

mental equivalent of evaluating the experimentally determined general expression, and it results in

the correct dimensionless Nusselt number. However, if only one parameter (Reynolds or Prandtl)

is matched experimentally (or worse still, none), then the incorrect Nu will be obtained, and

virtually nothing could be said about the relationship between the measured convective heat transfer

coefficient in a sealed experiment and a full scale application. This is why data collected using

water alone cannot be usefully applied to predict heat transfer in sodium loops--the Prandtl

number of sodium differs markedly from that of water.

There is no conceptual difference between simply inserting the incorrect magnitudes of Re

and Pr to calculate Nu on the basis of the functional relationship and performing the experiment at

incorrect values of the dimensionless parameters. There is, however, a significant difference in

cost.

REFERENCE_
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APPENDIX B

PARTICLE DIFFUSIVITY

Particle diffusivity, which is a complex function of the flow field, is important in mathe-

• matical descriptions of the behavior of slurries. Factors which affect the particle diffusivity are

discussed extensively in the literature. Notable analyses include those by Lumley (1957), Chao

(1964), Tchen (1947), Reeks (1977), and Pismen and Nir (1978 and 1979).

For the purposes of the analysis here, it is sufficient to state that 1) both particle and fluid

diffusivities are dependent parameters in any large-scale flow, 2) the fluid diffusivity scales as the

product of the characteristic velocity and the integral length scale of the fluid turbulence (both are

dependent parameters during any hydraulic mitigation application), and 3) the particle diffusivity is

proportional to the fluid diffusivity, but it is also affected by factors that govern the response of

small particles to turbulent motions.

When small particles are suspended in singlephase flow, the relative motion of the particles

to the fluid is a function of the particle response time, the time scale of the turbulent fluctuations,

and the densities of the particles and the fluid through which it moves. Thus, the local particle

diffusivity may be written in the form

Dp = w'l fDl('tplxf, Ap/pm)

where w' = the characteristic velocity of the turbulence fluctuations

1 = the characteristic length scale of the turbulence fluctuations

xf = the characteristic time scale of the fluid turbulence

fAx,pl'rf,aO/pm) = a dimensionless function which describes the relationship between the
fluid turbulence structure and the particle diffusivity.

In terms of a large-scale application, the only independent parameters are the particle response time

" Xpand the density ratio A0/pm. Ali other parameters arise as a result of flow in the mixture, and

consequently, the function fa9will scale appropriately if ali identifiable conditions for similarity are

" achieved.
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Generally,the magnitudeof both the turbulentvelocity,fluctuationsandthe length scales are

functionsof the Reynolds number,andit is possible to rewritethe diffusivity relationin dimen-
sionless form as

b

Dp : f_(xp/tf,Ap/pm,ReI-I)WoHt

whereWois a characteristicvelocity forthe overallflow fieldand Ht is a characteristiclength scale

for the overallflow. In thisparticularcase, the chosen characteristicvelocity is thejet nozzle

velocity, andthe chosencharacteristiclength scale is the tankheight. The particularformof the
functionfo will be affected by geometricfeaturesas weil.

The relevance of the f'malfunctionalform to the design of hydraulicmitigationexperimentsis

that the correctparticlediffusivity canbe obtainedif the appropriateReynoldsnumber,density

ratio,and ratio of particleresponse time to turbulencetime scale canbe maintained. This can be

ensuredby matching the similarityparametersidentified in Section 3.7.
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APPENDIX C

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED W1TH CODE VAIJIDATION USING EXPERIMENTS

• WlTH NO DENSITY STRATIFICATION

• Errors inherent in extrapolation have an analog in numerical ana2,,sis. The case of turbu-

lence is an example in which code extrapolation is problematic. A code may successfully predict

phenomena in a laminar flow but fail completely for a turbulent flow. This is because codes

require a submodel to predict Reynolds stresses or velocity cross-correlations that exist in turbulent

flow. Because the Reynolds stresses are identically zero in laminar flows, this submodel is not

required for laminar flow. Consequently, inadequacies in the Reynolds stress submodel cannot be

detected by comparing numerical predictions to laminar flow data.

In the problem addressed here, difficulties can arise when data collected in unstratified

flows is used to validate numerical results which will be applied in stratified flows. Cross-

correlations between density fluctuations appear in the equations describing transport of turbulent

kinetic energy. Additional closure models are required to estimate the magnitude of these cross-

correlations. Because the density-velocity cross-correlation is equal to zero in the absence of

density gradients, these closuremodels cannot be validated on the basis of data collected in

unstratified flows.
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